CFPB Files Consent Orders Against Wells Fargo and Chase Over Marketing Services Kickbacks

On January 22, 2015, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) announced that it had taken action in conjunction with the Maryland Attorney General against Wells Fargo and JP MorganChase for an illegal marketing services-kickback scheme involving Genuine Title. Genuine Title would purchase mortgage lead contact information and create, print on bank letterhead and sometimes mail solicitations to the lead prospects on behalf of bank loan originators. There was an implied understanding that the originators would try to steer the closings for the resulting loans to Genuine Title. The loan originators would reimburse Genuine Title varying amounts for these services, but never the full cost. The practice appears to have been somewhat more widespread at Wells than at Chase.

Some actions of Genuine Title employees indicate that they were intentionally hiding the true cost of the services. The CFPB complaint refers to e-mails from employees of Genuine Title to a printing company requesting ‘fake’ invoices to provide a paper trail to Wells Fargo for a lower cost, while also requesting ‘true’ invoices sent to Genuine Title reflecting the actual amounts paid for the services.

The CFPB faults both financial institutions for failure to have systems and processes in place to identify this kickback scheme. The allegations against Wells Fargo are more factually specific. In some cases the Wells Fargo originators submitted internal requests to use leads obtained from Genuine Title, and in other cases Wells Fargo branch managers were aware of the practice. One branch manager insisted that Genuine Title begin paying for the postage to mail the Wells Fargo solicitations. The complaint names one specific Wells Fargo loan officer, whose spouse received cash payments from Genuine Title in return for the loan officer’s referral of settlement services.
The complaint alleges that Wells Fargo has ‘multiple warnings’ about these illegal arrangements, including a ‘federal lawsuit,’ but took no action to stop them.

The proposed consent orders posted by the CFPB require payment of a monetary judgment ($300,753 for Chase, well over $10 million for Wells Fargo) to be paid to borrowers who closed loans with the banks and closed at Genuine Title while the kickback scheme was in effect. Individual borrowers and other government agencies may still take action against Wells Fargo and Chase under other laws (such as state unfair and deceptive acts and practices statutes) for the same kickback scheme. The proposed consent orders disallow any penalty offset for the monetary judgment paid under the consent order against any penalties in any other actions, even if both would be paid to the same individual borrower. If either bank receives a penalty offset in a separate action, it must negate it by paying the offset amount directly to the U.S. Treasury.

The proposed consent orders also require payment of a separate civil monetary penalty ($3 million from Wells to the Maryland Attorney General, and $500,000 from Chase to the CFPB). Both banks must implement a compliance plan within 90 days of the date of the final consent order, to be approved (or modified) by the CFPB, to ensure that there are no further kickbacks. Finally, each bank must distribute copies of its final consent order to each of its board members, executive officers, and each retail mortgage employee ‘down to the level of Home Mortgage Consultant,’ within 30 days of the effective date of the consent order, and each year for five years thereafter.

Although the severity of the terms of the proposed consent orders speak for themselves, the CFPB press release included a statement from Director Cordray that they ‘should serve as a warning to all those in the mortgage market.’
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